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ABSTRACT
In the present work, the prediction capability of Yld89 criterion from anisotropic yield functions was investigated in the view of the anisotropic behavior of the sheet metals. Investigation
was conducted on two highly anisotropic sheet materials: an aluminum alloy (AA2090-T3)
and an advanced high strength steel (TRIP 780). The in-plane variation of material anisotropy
and normalized yield surface contours were considered in the evaluation of the prediction
capability of the criterion. Firstly, the model coefficients were determined according to stress
and strain based definitions. Then, the planar variations of the yield stress and plastic strain
ratios and normalized yield surface contours of the materials were predicted according to both
identification procedures. Finally, the computed results were compared with experiments to
evaluate prediction capability of the model. It was observed from the comparisons that the planar variations of the yield stress ratio could successfully predicted by stress based definition,
while the variations of the plastic strain ratios in the sheet plane could accurately predicted
by strain based definition. Besides, it was determined that elastic region predicted from strain
based definition was larger than stress based definition for AA2090-T3, while the predicted
elastic region from stress based definition was slightly larger in than that of strain based definition for TRIP 780 material.
Cite this article as: Şener B. Investigation of the prediction capability of Yld89 yield criterion
for highly anisotropic sheet materials. J. Adv. Manuf. Eng. 2021;2:1:7–13.

INTRODUCTION
Plastic behavior of the materials is described with yield
criteria in phenomenological plasticity approach. The
Tresca and von Mises yield criteria are two popular models which are used for isotropic cases. The former criterion
considers the maximum shear stress, while the latter is derived from distortional energy. Apart from these two criteria, several isotropic yield criteria have been proposed by

researchers in the literature. Hershey [1] and Hosford [2]
proposed non-quadratic isotropic yield functions. Hershey
and Hosford models contain an exponent which indicates
the crystallographic structure of material. This exponent
gives flexibility to the models and the computed yield
surfaces from the criteria for body and face centered cubic materials (BCC and FCC) lie between Tresca and von
Mises yield surfaces. However, these criteria don’t contain
shear stress and therefore they could be used only when
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the stress components coincide with orthotropic directions of material. Then, Barlat and Richmond [3] modified
Hosford yield function and add shear stress component by
using stress invariants. Bassani [4] developed transversely
isotropic yield functions for FCC and BCC materials and
could successfully model the plastic behavior of these materials. Budiansky [5] developed a different yield criterion
which is defined in polar coordinates and he could accurately define planar isotropy of BCC and FCC materials.
However, these isotropic functions couldn’t provide realistic results for sheet metal forming simulations. Because
sheet metals exhibit planar anisotropy due to the preferred
orientation of grains occurred in the rolling process and
anisotropic yield functions are required to use to define
plastic behavior of these materials. Hill [6] developed an
anisotropic yield criterion by adding the coefficients to
von Mises criterion in 1948. Hill48 yield criterion could be
used for both three dimensional (3D) and plane stress state
(2D) in finite element (FE) programs. It could give consistent results for steels, but this model has some limitations
in strongly anisotropic materials such as aluminum alloys,
titanium alloys and high strength steels. The limitations of
Hill48 yield criterion in the modeling of anisotropic behavior of some aluminum alloys were firstly observed by
Woodthorpe and Pearce [7] and this was referred as anomalous behavior in the literature. Thereafter, Hill suggested
non-quadratic yield functions in order to define anomalous behavior of aluminum alloys in 1979, 1990 and 1993
[8–10]. Hill79 model could define the first anomalous behavior, but it couldn’t describe the second anomalous behavior of aluminum alloys. Hill90 criterion describes both
the first and second anomalous behavior, but this model
requires long simulation time in FE analyses [11]. Hill93
criterion is an useful model for FE simulations, but this
model hasn’t contain shear stress component.
In this study, the prediction capability of Yld89 yield criterion developed by Barlat and Lian [12] was investigated.
An aluminum alloy (AA2090-T3) and an advanced high
strength steel sheet (TRIP780) were selected in the study
due to their high planar anisotropy coefficients. The planar
variations of yield stress and plastic strain ratios and normalized yield surfaces were predicted with Yld89 criterion
and the predicted results were compared with experiments.
Yld89 Yield Criterion
Barlat and Lian extended Hosford yield criterion and
developed an anisotropic yield criterion in 1989 [12]. This
yield criterion has been developed for 2D stress state and it
can be expressed as follows:


(1)

K1 and K2 are the stress invariants and they are given in
Eq. (2)

(2)



where a, c, h and p are material coefficients and the exponent m indicates the crystallographic structure of material. This parameter is taken as 6 and 8 for BCC and FCC
metals, respectively. Effective stress of Yld89 criterion is
determined from Eq. (1) and yield function can be written
as follows:
(3)

If uniaxial yield stress at the angle θ with respect to rolling direction denotes with , stress tensor components can
be defined based on angle by using tensor transformations
as follows: and
 (4)
If stress components defined in Eq. (4) are substituted
into Eq. (3) and angular variation of yield stress is determined as follows:
(5)

If Eq. (5) is divided by , angular variation of yield
stress ratio is determined as follows:
(6)

where
(7)
Plastic strain ratio at the angle θ
with respect to rolling direction is determined by using flow rule and volume
constancy principle. The formula of
can be written as
follows:

(8)

The angular variation of plastic strain ratio is determined when stress transformation equations are substituted into Eq. (8). Yld89 coefficients could either be identified by using yield stress ratios (stress based definition)
or by using plastic strain ratios (strain based definition).
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of AA2090-T3 [13]

Table 3. Yld89 coefficients of AA2090-T3

Angle

Identification type

Yield stress ratio

Plastic strain ratio

0

1.000

0.212

15

0.960

0.327

30

0.910

0.692

45

0.811

1.577

Table 4. Yld89 coefficients of TRIP780

60

0.809

1.038

75

0.881

0.538

Identification type

90

0.910

0.692

Biaxial

1.035

0.670

Table 2. Mechanical properties of TRIP780 [14]
Angle

Yield stress ratio

Plastic strain ratio

0

1.000

0.720

15

1.001

0.750

30

0.997

0.830

45

0.994

0.920

60

0.996

0.920

75

1.017

0.860

90

1.008

0.830

Biaxial

1.053

0.817

a

c

h

p

Stress based

0.4811

1.5188

1.0986

1.3258

Strain based

1.4655

0.5345

0.6532

1.1500

h

p

a

c

Stress based

1.4671

0.5329

0.9920

1.0117

Strain based

1.1285

0.8715

0.9607

1.0200

plastic strain ratios along same direction is minimized in
strain based definition. Interior point algorithm was used
to minimize objective function in this study. Two objective
functions are created for stress and strain based definitions
and they are given in Eq. (13).


(13)

MATERIAL AND METHODS

In this article, the coefficients obtained with stress based
definition are denoted with
while the
coefficients obtained with strain based definition are denoted with and
. The coefficients are identified with uniaxial yield stress ratios along rolling, diagonal
and transverse directions (RD, DD and TD) and biaxial
yield stress ratio
in stress based
definition, while they are determined with plastic strain
ratios along RD, DD and TD
and yield stress
ratio along RD
in strain based definition. The equations with respect to stress and strain based definitions are
given below:

(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)
The coefficient p could be determined by using numerical methods. The difference between predicted and experimental stress ratios along diagonal direction is minimized
in stress based definition, while the difference between

Materials
Two strongly anisotropic materials AA2090-T3 (t =
1.6 mm) and TRIP 780 (t = 1.05 mm) were selected in this
study. The mechanical properties of these materials were
taken from the literature and they are given in Table 1 and
Table 2, respectively.
Interior-Point Algorithm
Interior point algorithm is a numerical optimization
method used to solve a sequence of approximate minimization problems. In the method inequalities constraints are
transformed into equalities by adding slack variables. The
optimization problem is defined as follows:


(14)
(15)


The added logarithmic term is called as barrier function. Method uses a direct step to solve Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions [15].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Yld89 coefficients of the materials were determined
according to stress and strain based identifications. Then
planar variations of the yield stress and plastic strain ratios
and normalized yield surfaces were predicted by using the
obtained coefficients for both of the materials and the numerical results were compared with experiments. Comparisons between theoretical and experimental results for stress
and strain based definitions are given below.
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Figure 1. Comparison of yield stress ratios for AA2090-T3.

Figure 3. Comparison of yield stress ratios for TRIP780.

Figure 2. Comparison of plastic strain ratios for AA2090-T3.

Figure 4. Comparison of plastic strain ratios for TRIP780.

Figure 5. The computed yield surfaces for AA2090-T3.
Planar Variations of Yield Stress and Plastic Strain
Ratios
Yld89 model parameters of both materials were determined according to stress and strain based identification
procedures. The determined coefficients for AA2090-T3
and TRIP780 materials are given in Table 3 and Table 4,
respectively.

The variations of the yield stress and plastic strain ratios
in the sheet plane were predicted by using Eq. (6) and Eq.
(8). The predicted results from both identification methods
were compared with each other and experimental results.
Comparison results for AA2090-T3 and TRIP 780 materials were given from Figure 1–4.
It is seen from Figure 1–4 that stress based identifica-
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Figure 6. The computed yield surfaces for TRIP780.

Figure 7. Yield surfaces computed from stress based identification in different shear stresses (AA2090-T3).
tion could accurately predict the planar variation of yield
stress ratios, while strain based identification predict the
planar variation of the plastic strain ratios for both of the
materials. In addition to that the error percentages between
the predicted and experimental plastic strain ratios along
diagonal direction in strain based definition were determined as 5.4% and 1.58% for AA2090-T3 and TRIP 780,
respectively. When the experimental and predicted yield
stress ratios along the diagonal direction were investigated,
it was observed that the predicted and experimental yield
stress ratios at 450 were the same in stress based definition for both of the materials. These results indicate that
interior point algorithm could successfully minimize the
objective functions.

Normalized Yield Surfaces
The yield surfaces of the materials were predicted according to both identification methods and the predicted
surfaces were compared with each other and experimental
results. Comparison results for AA2090-T3 and TRIP780
are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. It is seen
from Figure 5 and Figure 6 that the contours of the yield surfaces change according to coefficient identification procedures. It is observed from Figure 5 that the predicted elastic
region by using strain based definition was larger than that
of the stress based definition and also the biaxial yield stress
ratio of AA2090-T3 alloy could be accurately predicted with
stress based definition. On the other hand, a different result
was observed for TRIP780 steel. As it is seen from Figure 6
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Figure 8. Yield surfaces computed from strain based identification in different shear stresses (AA2090-T3).

Figure 9. Yield surfaces computed from stress based identification in different shear stresses (TRIP780).
that the predicted elastic region by using strain based definition was slightly smaller than that of stress based definition.
in these comShear stress was assumed as zero
parisons. In order to conduct a comprehensively investigation, yield surfaces computed from both identification procedures were plotted in different shear stress levels and the
results were given from Figure 7–10 for both of the materials.
CONCLUSION
In this study, the prediction capability of Yld89 yield criterion was investigated and AA2090-T3 aluminum alloy and
TRIP780 advanced high strength steel sheets were selected as
test materials. The coefficients of the yield criterion for both
of the materials were determined by using stress and strain
based identification procedures. Variations of the yield stress

and plastic strain ratios of the materials in the sheet plane were
predicted according to the both identification procedure and
then normalized yield surfaces were computed in two dimensional stress space. The predicted results were compared with
experimental results in order to investigate the prediction capability of the yield function. According to the obtained results
from the study, the following conclusions could be drawn:
1. Yld89 yield criterion couldn’t simultaneously predict
the planar variation of the both yield stress and plastic strain ratios of the materials. Because the model has
only four coefficients and these coefficients could be
identified either yield stress or plastic strain ratios.
2. The contours of the normalized yield surfaces are
changed according to the coefficient identification procedure. The elastic region predicted from strain based
definition was larger than that of stress based definition
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Figure 10. Yield surfaces computed from strain based identification in different shear stresses (TRIP780).
for AA2090-T3 material, while the opposite result was
observed for TRIP780 steel.
3. Biaxial yield stress ratio could successfully predicted by
stress based definition for AA2090-T3 material, while the
slight difference between was observed for TRIP 780 steel.
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